Abstract. The seismic structure of the Tonga-Hawaii corridor has been investigated by combining two data sets: Revenaugh and Jordan's reflectivity profile from ScS reverberations, which provides travel times to and impedance contrasts across the major mantle discontinuities, and 1500 new observations of frequency-dependent phase delays for the three-component S, SS, and SSS body waves and the R1 and G1 surface waves, which constrain the velocity structure within this layered framework. The shear waves turning in the upper mantle showed significant splitting of the SH and SV components, indicative of shallow polarization anisotropy. The data set was inverted in conjunction with attenuation and mineralogical constraints to obtain a complete spherically symmetric, radially anisotropic structure. The final model, PA5, is characterized by a highvelocity, anisotropic lid, bounded at 68 km depth by a large (negative) G discontinuity; a lowvelocity, anisotropic layer below G, extending to a small L discontinuity at 166 km; an isotropic, steep-gradient region between 166 km and 415 km; and transition-zone discontinuities at 415, 507, and 651 km. The depth of the radial anisotropy in PA5 is shallower than in most previous studies based on surface waves and higher modes. The average value of radial shear anisotropy in the lid, +3.7%, is consistent with the magnitude expected from the spreading-controlled models of olivine orientation, while anisotropy in the low-velocity zone, which is required by our data set, could be induced either by paleostrains that took place near the ridge crest or by shearing in the asthenosphere as a result of present-day plate motions. On the basis of recent work by Hirth and Kohlstedt, we suggest that the G discontinuity is caused by a rapid increase in the water content of mantle minerals with depth, marking the fossilized lower boundary of the melt separation zone active during crust formation. The high-gradient zone between 200 and 400 km is a characteristic feature of convecting oceanic upper mantle and is probably controlled by a steady decrease in the homologous temperature over this depth interval. The average shear-velocity gradient in the transition zone is lower than in most previous seismic models, in better agreement with the predictions for a pyrolitic composition.
Introduction
From a seismological perspective, the Pacific Ocean basin is the best natural laboratory for studying the structure of the oceanic mantle because it is nearly surrounded by active earthquake source regions, including deep-focus zones, that frequently In this study, we use a novel and powerful combination of data to investigate the radial anisotropic structure in a narrow corridor from the Tonga-Fiji seismic zone to seismographs on the island of Oahu, Hawaii (Figure 1 ). We start with the results of Revenaugh and Jordan [ 1991c] , who stacked ScS reverberations to obtain whole-mantle reflectivity profiles for this and other corridors in the southwest Pacific and Australasia.
For most individual corridors, including Tonga-Hawaii, they were able to detect, locate, and measure the amplitudes of all mantle discontinuities with reflectivity peaks greater than about 1%. We use this precise, layered framework of vertical travel times and impedance contrasts in our construction of a regional upper 
The propagation path (dashed line) is oblique to the fossil spreading direction, as indicated by plate isochrons (black lines [from Mueller et al., 1993], contoured in 25-Ma intervals) and by fracture-zone trends (e.g., Clipperton fracture zone (CFZ)), and it is roughly perpendicular to current plate motion relative to a hot-spot reference frame (black arrow [from Gripp and Gordon, 1990]). MP, Manihiki Plateau.
manfie structure. This framework is tied together by a new data set derived from the Tonga-Hawaii seismograms: 1500 frequency-dependent travel times measured from direct surface waves (Ri, G1) and body phases (S), as well as from a variety of wave groups whose ray-theoretical decompositions contain the surface-reflected shear waves (e.g., SS, sSS, SSS). At the epicentral distances and frequencies used in this study (A = 39ø-58ø; f = to/2n = 10-45 millihertz (mHz)), the latter arrivals are essentially guided waves, arising from the complex interference of multiple refractions, reflections, and conversions from upper-mantle discontinuities. We account for these complexities in our waveform modeling, which is done by complete mode summation, and in our phase-delay inversions, which are based on Gee and Jordan's [1992] theory of generalized seismological data functionals (GSDF). In the past, seismologists have typically applied different analysis techniques to the recordings of low-frequency guided waves on different seismographic components: ray-theoretical formulations in the case of transverse components of ground motion, which involve only horizontally polarized (SH) shear waves [e.g., Grand and Helmberger, 1984a, b] , and mode-theoretical formulations for shear waves on the vertical and radial components, where the P-SV interactions are more complex [e.g., Nolet, 1975 ; Lerner-Lain and Jordan, 1983 Zielhuis and Nolet, 1994] . (An exception is the higher-mode study of Cara and Ldv•que [1988] , who derived dispersion curves for Pacific-crossing paths from both P-SV and S H wave trains. However, this frequencywavenumber technique requires a large-aperture array for spatial filtering, severely limiting its applicability.) In the GSDF formulation of the structural inverse problem, the phase-delay spectra of all selected wave groups are measured by applying the same types of time-and frequency-localizing operations to the cross-correlations between synthetic wave groups (isolation filters) and the data seismograms. The partial derivatives of each phase delay are calculated with respect to all model parameters, including discontinuity depths, density, and anisotropic elastic parameters by formulae that account for the finite-bandwidth wave propagation and interference effects. GSDF thus provides a unified methodology for the analysis of complex wave groups on all three seismographic components.
Applying GSDF to the Tonga-Hawaii seismograms, we demonstrate that the SH and P-SV components of the surface and guided waves are significantly split by anisotropy situated in the uppermost mantle. This anisotropy is most likely related to the lattice-preferred orientation (LPO) of olivine in upper mantle peridotites caused by the horizontal shearing during plate formation and translation, which induces azimuthal asymmetry in the wave speeds [Hess, 1964; Nicolas and Christensen, 1987] . The observations presented here cannot resolve azimuthal variability, however, and we show that they can be satisfied by a transversely isotropic (radially anisotropic)model that incorporates no azimuthal variations. While such a model restricts our ability to address azimuthal anisotropy and its geodynamical significance, it does allow us to assess the distribution of anisotropy with depth and its relationship to discontinuities and other radial features of the mantle. The accuracy and uniqueness of the mapping between the actual anisotropy and our radial average using data from a single seismic corridor depends on the details of the olivine alignment, which are unknown. For example, if the LPO is largely horizontal but varies with respect to the propagation direction along the path, then the inferred radial model approximates an 22,293 azimuthal average of the local anisotropy [Estey and Douglas, 1986; Jordan and Gaherty, 1995] . If the LPO is coherently aligned at an oblique angle to the propagation direction, the resulting path-averaged anisotropy will be similar to the azimuthal average, but if coherent alignment coincides within +20 ø of the propagation direction, the magnitude of the anisotropy obtained assuming transverse isotropy will underestimate the azimuthal average [Ldv•que and Cara, 1983 ' Maupin, 1985] . As discussed below, our data, as well as other geological and seismological observations, indicate that the condition of parallel alignment is not likely to apply to the geometry of the central Pacific corridor investigated here. We therefore invert the phase delays of the surface, guided, and body waves jointly with the ScS reverberation data for a path-averaged, layered, radially anisotropic model via an iterative, linearized scheme that perturbs the wave speeds, density, and discontinuity depths for each layer. As an aid to finding a geophysically plausible structure, we condition the inversion with a prior probability distribution on the model space that biases the estimate in favor of constraints derived from laboratory measurements and other seismic experiments relevant to the oceanic upper mantle. We also test a set of hypotheses that are alternatives to those imbedded in the model prior, with a specific focus on assessing the depth extent of seismic anisotropy in this part of the Pacific Ocean.
Tonga-Hawaii Corridor
The The velocity of the Pacific plate in the hot-spot reference frame is roughly perpendicular to the corridor at a rate of 10.9 mm/yr [Gripp and Gordon, 1990] . However, the exact history of plate formation, of interest to us because the high strains associated with seafloor spreading largely determine the anisotropy of shallow mantle peridotires [Ribe, 1989 [Ribe, , 1992 , is difficult to discern, owing to the absence of magnetic reversals during the Cretaceous quiet period (~80-110 Ms) when much of the crust in this region was formed. The contin/airy of the major fracture zones across the Line Islands implies that the seafloor within the northem half of the corridor was formed at the PacificFarallon ridge in a geometry. consistent with that preserved along the 75-Ms anomaly [ A secondary but robust feature in the reflectivity profile is the distinctive loop between the 410 and 660 peaks introduced by the 520 discontinuity [Revenaugh, 1989 ' Shearer, 1990 ], which implies a small impedance contrast (2.1%) at an apparent depth of about 500 km. Notably absent is evidence for an H discontinuity near 60 km, which may be obscured by G [Revenaugh and Jordan, 1991c] , and an L discontinuity near 220 km, which shows up in Australia as the sharp base of an anisotropic mechanical boundary layer [Revenaugh and Jordan, 1991c 
Examples of GSDF Processing
Since this paper discusses the first full-fledged application of the GSDF methodology to a structural inverse problem, we 
Data Summary
We selected 233 waveforms from the 55 Tonga-Fiji earthquakes, generated their isolation filters by weighted mode summation, and used GSDF processing to extract 1497 frequency-dependent travel times. We generally rejected (Table 1) . Shear-wave splitting of the SSS and SS wavegroups is smaller than the LR discrepancy (< 8 s and 4 s, respectively), owing to their greater depth of penetration, and it also decreases with frequency. Since the low-frequency kernels of these guided waves are more concentrated in the shallow mantle than their high-frequency kernels, this frequency dependence limits the depth extent of the anisotropy. The S waves, which have high-frequency kernels that peak near their ray-theoretical turning depths (~1000 kin), show litfie evidence of splitting or relative dispersion, requiring the anisotropy to be small in the transition zone and lower mantle.
Assuming an LPO origin of upper-manfie anisotropy, the observations imply an olivine a-axis alignment that is predominanfly horizontal and not coherently parallel to the propagation path [Maupin, 1985; Card and Ldv•que, 1988] , consistent with the inferences we have drawn from the geological and prior seismological data. This consistency further justifies using a transversely isotropic model for determining the depth distribution of anisotropy.
As emphasized by Anderson and Dziewonski [1982] and Regan and Anderson [1984] , Rayleigh-wave travel times are sensitive to density, P velocities, and r/, and the kernels for the other SV phases in Figures 8 and 9 show a similar dependence.
In particular, their times all show a negative sensitivity to Vpv and a positive sensitivity to r/. The sensitivity to vpH is also positive, except near the surface. On the other hand, the SV times do not depend on vSH, whereas the SH times are (negatively) sensitive to Vsv. Such behavior reinforces the importance of inverting for a fully radially anisotropic structure.
Inversion
The inversion was initiated with a starting model m0, chosen to be the isotropic PA2 structure of Lerner-Lam and Jordan [ 1987] . PA2 is parameterized in terms of a discrete set of layers with linear gradients bounded by sharp discontinuities corresponding to M, G, L, and the two major transition-zone discontinuities. We retained this basic parameterization throughout the inversion, except that we allowed a new discontinuity to develop in the transition zone in order to satisfy the ScS reverberation data for the 520-kin discontinuity. Because an L discontinuity is not observed in the reflectivity profile for Tonga-Hawaii, we included Roe = 0 + 1% as a data point. A four- We built into the model prior three types of constraints on the amount of anisotropy. We assumed that below some depth Zma x , which we varied in different inversions (described below), the mantle is isotropic, that is, V pH = Vpv, vSH = VSV, and r/= 1. In the anisotropic region above Zmax, we assumed the anisotropy ratio for P waves, Avp / Vp = 2(VpH -Vpv) / (VpH + Vpv), is equal to that of S waves to within _+ 2%, consistent with theoretical calculations for a pyrolite mineralogy [Estey and Douglas, 1986 ] as well as observations of mantle rocks [Christensen, 1984] . Finally, we constrained r/(z) in anisotropic layers to be close to those in PREM (+ 5%), which also conforms to mineralogical expectations [Nataf et al., 1986; Montagner and Anderson, 1989 ].
To complete the prior, we assumed that the shear velocities and all otherwise unconstrained model parameters had expected values equal to those in the PA2 starting model. These estimates were assigned large standard deviations (+ 0.5 km/s for Vs, -+ 20 km for discontinuity depths), except in the crust and shallowest portion of the mantle, where we had independent estimates from rock samples and shallow seismic refraction data [e.g., Shearer and Orcutt, 1986 ]. In the crust, for example, we took the prior uncertainties to be 0.1 km/s for wave speeds and 0.1 g/cm 3 for density.
Our preferred model for the Tonga-Hawaii corridor, PA5, is presented in Figure 11 and Table 2 . The progression from PA2 to PA5 involved three complete iterations of the linearized inversion. In the first iteration, we reduced the sediment thickness from 1 to 0.2 km to match better the geological estimates for the corridor [Ludwig and Houtz, 1979] , and we restricted the anisotropy to the seismic lid above the G discontinuity by setting Zma x = Z G in the model prior. The resulting perturbation accounted for some of the larger discrepancies between PA2 and the observations. To satisfy the ScS reverberation data in Table 1 , the lid was thinned substantially, the 410 was deepened, the 660 was raised, and a 520 was introduced. The fit to the average surface-wave and body-wave phase delays was improved by thinning the lid and raising its shear velocities, and the splitting observed for these phases was accommodated by introducing radial anisotropy.
Significant residuals remained, however, including large negative residuals in the Love-wave phase delays that indicated the need for more anisotropy. In the next iteration, we conducted a series of experiments to investigate the depth extent of the anisotropy. We first reinverted the data set (remeasured using isolation filters calculated for the new reference model, PA3) retaining the constraint Zrnax = ZG, that is, under the hypothesis that the anisotropy is dominated by lattice preferred orientation frozen into a thin mechanical boundary layer (MBL), identified with the lid. We found that models of this type could not fit both the Love and Rayleigh waves. The problem is most evident in the Love waveforms, as illustrated in Figure 12 ; models with , however (~1% or less) . Further experiments demonstrated that the velocity gradients in this region are well determined by both the SH and SV dispersion data, from which we concluded that the anisotropy of the HGZ must be minor. In the third and final iteration, we set Zma x = ZL, the depth to the interface (internal to the LVZ) that defines the top of the HGZ. This depth is unconstrained by the ScS reverberation data, although the SV contrast across it was required to be small (0 __+ 1%) to satisfy the lack of an L discontinuity peak in the reflectivity profile. The resulting model, PA5, provides a good overall fit to the data set (Table 1 Model is calculated at a reference frequency of 35 mHz; it is identical to PREM below 801 km.
almost always associated with phases such as sS, ScS, and sScS, which show considerable variability caused by near-source and lower-mantle structure not modeled by PA5 [Katzman et al., 1996 ].
Discussion
The formal standard errors in the model parameters are easily calculated from the a posterJori covariance matrix associated with (5), but these values tend to underestimate the actual uncertainties in structural inverse problems, which are often dominated by hidden biases in the data and assumptions underlying the model parameterization [Woodhouse and Dziewonski, 1984] . In the discussion that follows, our assessment of the structural features of PA5 therefore combines these posterior uncertainties with other measures, such as the structural variations associated with plausible modifications to the model prior, the sensitivity of the model parameters to possible bias in subsets of data, and the compatibility of PA5 with previous studies of oceanic upper-mantle structure, especially those based on data complementary to the set used here. In general, the model parameters best resolved directly by our seismic observations are the depths to the major discontinuities (M, G, 410, 660), the SV impedance contrasts across these discontinuities, and the Stl and S V velocities in the layers above the 410. The precisions attached to the P velocities, density p, and anisotropy parameter r/are much more sensitive to the assumptions built into the model prior, particularly the mineralogical constraints on v• and p. We thus focus our discussion on the shear-velocity structure. We note, however, that PA5 satisfies the constraints in Figure 10 without compromising the fit to the seismic data, which implies that the seismic data are consistent with these aspects of a pyrolite mineralogy.
Radial Anisotropy
The depth of anisotropy in PA5 is 166 km, shallower than in previous studies based on surface waves and higher modes, which range from 220 km [ (Figure 12) , so there must be some anisotropy in the sub-G layer of the LVZ. Our inversion experiments suggest that the average shear anisotropy in this layer must be greater than -2%. In PA5 the shear anisotropy ratio increases slightly, though insignificantly, across G (from 3.4% to 4.3%), and then decreases linearly to 1.9% at the L discontinuity. While the lack of a resolvable peak in ScS reflectivity profile indicates that the SV impedance contrast across L is probably less than -1%, a more substantial ( The explanation of sub-G anisotropy is ambiguous. It could be caused by LPO in olivine [Ribe, 1989] or by the preferred orientation of melt-filled pockets [Schlue arm Knopoff, 1977] ; moreover, the alignment of the LPO and/or melt pockets could be induced by paleo-strains that took place near the ridge crest [Ribe, 1989 [Ribe, , 1992 Zhang and Karato, 1995] Since it is possible that the G peak in the reflectivity profile of This increase in water will also decrease the seismic velocities [Karato, 1995] its shear-wave amplitude is large ( Av s = 9.9 + 1.5%). Although PA5 fits the reflectivity datum for 660 ( PA5 includes a 520 discontinuity at 507 + 10 km, with AVs = 1.5 + 0.5% and Ap = 0.7 + 0.5%. These combine to give a shear impedance contrast of 1.3%, which is within the error of the ScSreverberation data (2.1 + 1.5%). The 520 appears to be a global feature [Shearer, 1990; Revenaugh and Jordan, 1991b] most likely caused by the [3-y transition in (Mg, Fe)2SiO 4, and the velocity and density contrasts that we obtain for this discontinuity are consistent with the available mineralogical data [Rigden et al., 1991 ' Bina, 1991] . However, the width of the [3--T transition is probably at least 30 km [Akaogi et al., 1989] , and the exsolution of calcium perovskite may also contribute to this feature [Gasparik, 1990; Bina, 1991] . Since these effects tend to broaden the transition, modeling it as a sharp discontinuity, as done with the ScS reverberation data in recovering the impedance contrast, could underestimate the total impedance contrast of the transition [Revenaugh and Jordan, 1991b] .
The shear-velocity gradients in the transition zone are lower in PA5 than in PREM and most other global seismic models (except below 600 kin, where PREM has a slope break to a low gradient that is similar to PA5). The gradient between the 410 and the 520 is very close to ATL, but between the 520 and the 660 it is lower (Figure 14) , owing to the jump at 520 and the larger contrast across the 660. The lower gradients bring the seismically determined shear velocities more in line with the predictions for a pyrolitic composition [Weidner, 1985; Rigden et al., 1991] .
Conclusions
PA5 results from a first attempt to satisfy both ScS reverberation data on mantle discontinuities and frequencydependent travel times of PSV-and SH-polarized phases that are sensitive to velocity gradients and anisotropy. The data have been collected using a consistent methodology from a common source-receiver array that samples old oceanic lithosphere in a corridor traversing the central Pacific. We have shown that these data can be successfully modeled in conjunction with attenuation data and mineralogical constraints on bulk sound velocity and density to obtain a complete spherically symmetric, radially anisotropic structure for this path.
The vertical resolution of mantle layering that results from this procedure is superior to previous studies. In Figure 15 , the PA5 upper mantle is compared with the corresponding path average of the aspherical global tomographic model S12_WM13, and in Figure 16 , synthetic seismograms calculated from these models are compared with data for vertical and transverse components of ground n•totion. At low frequencies (~15 mHz), both models yield good fits to these observations, but at higher frequencies (~35 mHz), the fit of the tomographic model is poor. While the incorporation of higher-frequency data into the aspherical models can be expected to improve the fits in the near future [e.g., Ekstr6m and Dziewonski, i995], it will be some time before tomography can achieve this level of vertical resolution.
